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CFF ownership points to new beginnings

By TRACY WEBB
News Editor

The Central Florida Future has a new look, a new style and a new owner.

The Future was purchased Jan. 16 by Windsor Hall, owner of Sports Whirl Marketing, which also publishes Into The Knights, a UCF sports magazine.

Hall became interested in the Future after watching its growth on campus during the three years he has published Into The Knights.

The Future has been on the UCF campus since 1968. It has always been a student-run publication and Hall has no plans of changing.

"First and foremost we want to make sure this continues to be a student publication," Hall said. "We plan to manage and operate it as a business, of course, but it's a unique business. It's a business of education and business combined."

Hall intends to use the Future as a learning tool for students who wish to pursue a career in communications. His hope is to eventually offer university approved internships so students can receive the hands-on experience from the new publisher, a veteran professional journalist.

Hall said the university has given its endorsement for the first time in many years.

"We are working to forge a relationship to where we want the school to get out of the newspaper what they expected. Not necessarily from a censorship standpoint but what's good and representative because it carries the Central Florida masshead and it is important to us to be considered the publication of the university," Hall said.

Scott Wallin, a 32-year-old former editor for The Tampa Tribune, joins Hall's company as the newspaper's publisher.

Wallin, a 1988 UCF journalism graduate, is a former sports editor of the Future. He spent eight years at the Tribune, resigning as the paper's Regional Sports Editor.

He is hoping to improve the publication's image as well as share his extensive newspaper background with students.

"I hope to return the newspaper to the students, to get it away from the Mad Magazine concept and to make it what real journalism is all about," said Wallin.

Go Greek

UCF Greeks begin their push to attract new members this semester as evidenced by the signs surrounding the reflecting pond.

Program providing safe way home

By JASON FOOS
Staff writer

For UCF students who may have had too much to drink, the Student Government Association has a sobering and safe solution.

SGA, in conjunction with Mears Transportation Group, started a one-way taxi service on Jan. 9 for students who need a ride home.

The Provide-A-Ride service will cover a 30-square mile area nightly from 10 p.m. until 3 a.m. The area boundaries are: Alafaya Trail and a short stretch of Lake Pickett Road on the east, Semoran Boulevard on the west, Lake Underhill Road on the south and Aloma Boulevard and West Broadway on the north.

"Provide-A-Ride was created by students out of concern for the consequences of college students driving under the influence," said Steve Conti, the service's student director.

"We need a safe alternative to drinking and driving for students at UCF, knowing full well that too many student drivers don't know when to say when."

"Students don't have to be 21 to use the program."

"Students have listed alcohol as the biggest non-academic problem in their student conduct survey."

"Provide-A-Ride offers people an alternative to drinking and driving at risk, as well as endangering innocent parties who may be encountered on the road," Conti said.

Since 1994, DUI arrests by University police have risen from 24 to 42.

UCF students have listed alcohol as the biggest non-academic problem they face. In a survey conducted last spring, 67 percent of students said they had been drinking within the previous month.

This is the highlight of my career," Conti said.

Delfyett came to UCF in 1993 for the opportunity to help the school become a leader in the 21st century.

Delfyett teaches mostly graduate courses that focus on optics and lasers.

His interest in science grew at a young age when he wanted to be a paleontologist (study of fossils). Delfyett liked to explore different methods of setting up science experiments.

"When the teacher said, don't set it up this way, that is what I'm going to do. I'm going to set it up that way because I'm not supposed to do it. That means something interesting is going to happen and she is not going to tell me the whole story, so I must investigate it myself."

Delfyett started playing the drums in high school and wanted to study music in college, much to his parents' dismay.

"My father said, do anything but don't become a musician," Delfyett said.

Since there was no recording engineering program offered at the City University of New York, he chose to study electrical engineering. While there, he took a course in optics and enjoyed it so much, he was determined to pursue a doctoral in the optics-lasers area.

Delfyett holds six patents in the area of high speed optics. The goal is to find new ways to generate...
Lavely is one spectacular Knight

By TRACY WEBB
News editor

Jessica Lavely is the director of the Spectacular Knights committee of the Campus Activities Board (CAB) and president of the Delta Delta Delta sorority. Lavely, a junior majoring in health service administration, has been active in many activities on campus since graduating from Colonial High School in Orlando.

CFF: What activities have you been involved with since you started at UCF?
JL: My freshman year I pledged Tri Delta in the fall. I was Greek Week chair. My sophomore year I started with CAB as Spectacular Knights director and I was philanthropy chair for Tri Delta. I did Student Government Election Commission for a short period of time. I did Volunteer UCF. My freshman and sophomore year I volunteered 10 to 15 hours a week. I volunteered at about 25 different places. I was also on the cinema and the homecoming committee for CAB.

CFF: What awards or titles have you earned?
JL: I received volunteer of the year my sophomore year and I got CAB director of the year. Those are the two biggest ones.

CFF: Tell me about your new position as President of the Tri Delta sorority.
JL: I am excited. I think we have a great chapter and I'm happy to lead such a wonderful group of girls. It's like a dream come true. It's a huge honor. I want to be the best president I can for them. I think we need to continue in campus involvement and sisterhood. I want to strive for all of our ideals in our chapter.

CFF: What are your plans for the future?
JL: After I graduate in May I am going to go to law school. I want to practice health law. That is why my four-year bachelor's is in health care administration to give me a good background in the health care profession. And my minor is in legal studies so I am prepared for it.

CFF: Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
JL: I want my own law firm.

CFF: How will your leadership skills help you to obtain this goal?
JL: I think that everything that I have done leadership wise is going to help me because it has given me confidence and communication skills and that's very important. It has also given me direction and ambition.

CFF: What advice would you give anybody who wants to follow in your footsteps?
JL: Take each day one day at a time and do everything that you possibly can because you don't get second chances. Your college career is the best time of your life so make of it, everything you want. I don't want to look back on my college years and say I wish I did that or I wish I did this.

UCF STUDENT PIZZA

$5.00 plus tax with your valid UCF student I.D. (dine in or take out only)

Looking for a great byte?
www.bestpizza.com

Located across from UCF in the UC7 plaza 282-0505
we deliver

You spoke and we listened
New Regular Bookstore Hours Effective January 20, 1997

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday.

8:30 AM to 7:00 PM

Friday

8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Professor’s award helps continue optics research

FROM PAGE 1

short bursts of light. With ultrafast optics, in one second, one trillion bits of information can be sent. For example, 1,000 video cassettes could be transmitted into a television in one second. Delfyett’s patents deal with trying to accomplish these tasks in efficient and cost-effective ways.

Part of Delfyett’s grant will support research to develop new ways to use light in telecommunications, computer networks and information processing. He also wants to develop a community outreach education program.

“If the community is comfortable with how science and technology can enter their lives, when they have to vote on legislative measures they can make knowledgeable and rational decisions concerning technologies,” Delfyett said.

Delfyett serves on the scientific advisory board for the Orlando Science Center. He hopes to establish a distance learning network between the science center and Orange County Public School System.

“If you ask a kindergartner to draw a picture of a scientist, you’ll get a picture that looks like Beakman or Bill Nye, with the glasses, pocket protector and calculator, fumbling all over the place, and that’s not necessarily the case,” he said.

“We in fact are real people who want to give back to the community to show young people that they too can become a scientist or engineer.”

Delfyett’s research plan also includes creating new UCF engineering and physics courses in photonic and optical technologies.

Program aims to cut campus DUI’s

FROM PAGE 1

year, 62 percent of students listed alcohol use as a serious problem. Students in need of a ride can call 823-FREE. When a student calls, it will be verified through a computer check that the individual is a UCF student. A taxi will then be dispatched to the location.

Conti said Mears Transportation is funding the cost of the service and printing informational fliers. SGA and Wayne Densch Inc. are covering other promotional costs. This service has been endorsed by the UCF Police Department, the UCF Alumni Association, the Intramural Council, and the Panhellenic Council.

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.

Look forward to the future with confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, an elective that’s different from any other college course. Army ROTC offers hands-on training. Training that gives you experience and helps build confidence, character, and management skills. All the credentials employers look for. ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores without obligation and requires about five hours per week. It will put your life on a whole new course.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, call UCF Army ROTC at 823-2430

Coming Wednesday, January 22nd, 1997
To the UCF Arena...

The University of Central Florida's

SPRING '97 CAREER EXPO

A Chance for UCF Students to Meet With Over 100 Employers To Discuss Career and Employment Opportunities

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 22, 1997 From 9:00am to 3:00pm

A list of employers is posted in the Career Resource Center or call the 24-Hour CRC Hotline 823-5851

PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE RECOMMENDED
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center
The UCF Police Department responded to an unusual call last Thursday evening when a student rode his bicycle into the side of a bus.

Traveling northbound through the three-way intersection near the main entrance of the campus, a LYNX bus collided with the bicyclist. Campus police speculate the student was riding at a high rate of speed over the grass hill behind the education building parking lot. After locking up his brakes, the bicyclist flipped headfirst over the handlebars and into the front right corner of the bus.

“I was coming through the light and I saw [the bicyclist] come over the hill,” said the bus driver, who asked not to be identified. “I tried to swerve to the left to miss him but he hit me. All I could think was God, I hope he’s all right.”

The bicyclist reportedly suffered a broken arm and was transported to a nearby hospital. The UCFPD did not comment.

Wanted

Photographers

If you’re interested

The Future is now.

Call
977-1009

Student cyclist hits bus

By TIM SPRINGER
Sports Editor

The UCF Police Department responded to an unusual call last Thursday evening when a student rode his bicycle into the side of a bus.

Traveling northbound through the three-way intersection near the main entrance of the campus, a LYNX bus collided with the bicyclist. Campus police speculate the student was riding at a high rate of speed over the grass hill behind the education building parking lot. After locking up his brakes, the bicyclist flipped headfirst over the handlebars and into the front right corner of the bus.

“I was coming through the light and I saw [the bicyclist] come over the hill,” said the bus driver, who asked not to be identified. “I tried to swerve to the left to miss him but he hit me. All I could think was God, I hope he’s all right.”

The bicyclist reportedly suffered a broken arm and was transported to a nearby hospital. The UCFPD did not comment.
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The Future is now.

Call
977-1009
Privacy issue focuses of public access bill

By Katie Wang
Michigan Daily (University of Michigan)

ANN ARBOR,Mich.--A comprehensive bill intended to improve public access to documents under the Freedom of Information Act could actually have the opposite effect.

Michigan House Bill 4849, which amended the state's Freedom of Information Act, contains a provision that completely denies public access to letters of reference or recommendation about candidates for presidents of public universities.

Prior to Gov. John Engler signing the bill Wednesday, requests for these letters could be denied on the basis of protecting the privacy of the person writing the recommendation. But even if the request was fulfilled, the letters were often heavily edited, said Lewis Morrissey, the University's chief FOIA officer.

"I believe it is an unreasonable restriction to the public's right of access to a person who is paid a salary of upwards to $150,000," Phillips said. "An applicant for that kind of position should not be shielded from public access."

The latest provision to FOIA further tightens the search process for public university presidents. At the end of the state's 80th Legislature, lawmakers passed bills that restricted access on the Open Meetings Act.

In addition to the amendments to the Open Meetings Act, the new law provides a blueprint for future presidential searches, said Vice President for University Relations Walter Harrison.

"We can now avoid long, drawn-out court cases which have plagued many state searches," Harrison said. "The University should be concerned about learning, not legalities."

"If we lose next is the city saying, "We want to choose our police chief this way," she said. "Why is it that a public university with this type of situation should have secrecy? What is so special about them?"

Joan Lowenstein, an Ann Arbor attorney who specializes in media law, said the latest bill continues to chip away at public access to letters of reference or recommendation by candidates for presidents of public universities.

"Phillips said she feared the relaxed provisions may have a domino effect on other municipalities, which may now demand the same privileges.

"What we'll have next is the city saying, "We want to choose our police chief this way," she said. "Why is it that a public university with this type of situation should have secrecy? What is so special about them?"

"If anyone wrote a letter that was derogatory and said something about the candidate that was unflattering, that will remain unknown to the public under this legislation," Lowenstein said. "I think more information about candidates for public office is better than less information."

Jeffrey Lehman, dean of the University Law School and former chair of the Presidential Search Advisory Committee, applauded the provision. He said it will guarantee honest candidate evaluations because the fear of releasing the letters to the public would be eliminated.

"If you're working for someone and you're asked to give a candid opinion, you will often give strengths and weaknesses," Lehman said. "You will often be happy to say them, but you would not be happy to say them to the newspapers."

Other provisions of the new law include:

A requirement that all requests for information be in writing. Requests by fax or e-mail are also acceptable. The University rarely has received verbal requests in the past.

A requirement that each public body appoints a FOIA coordinator, who will receive and respond to all requests. Morrissey already serves in this capacity for the University.

Got something on your mind? Write a letter to the editor of the CFF Letters to the Editor to: CFF c/o Letters to the Editor
120 N. Central Ave. Oviedo, FL 32765

---

**Bi-lingual Flight Attendants**

To better serve the needs of our culturally diverse passengers, United Airlines is seeking bi-lingual Flight Attendants for our domestic routes. If you're enthusiastic, enjoy working in a team environment and have a sincere dedication to customer service, consider becoming a Flight Attendant for United Airlines.

- Bi-lingual in English and one of the languages spoken in Asia, Western Europe or Latin America
- Able to legally accept employment in the U.S.
- At least 19 years of age
- Between 5'2" and 6' in height
- Willing to relocate
- A high school graduate or equivalent

Along with the pride and satisfaction that come from working for a world class airline, you'll enjoy generous flight privileges, a competitive salary and great benefits. To find out more, please attend our:

**OPEN HOUSE INFORMATION/INTERVIEW SESSIONS**

Thursday, January 23, 1997
3:00 pm
Friday, January 24, 1997
9:00 am, 12:00 pm
Holiday Inn International Dr.
6515 International Dr.
Orlando, FL

Seating is limited, so please arrive early. If unable to attend, please call (847) 700-7200 for future Open House dates and locations. UAL is an equal opportunity employer m/f/d/v.
Dial 1-800-COLLECT and save up to 44%.*

*For long-distance calls. Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call.
CAB Fare
January 22-28

The Freigheters is showing at the Student Act.Center at 6:30, 9 p.m.
Children of a Lesser God also is showing in the UCF Theater. Doors open at 7:45 p.m. and seating is first come, first served.

Cable Guy also is showing in the SAC. Show times are 6:30 and 9 p.m.
Comedian Rock Reuben will appear Tuesday at 8 p.m. at the SAC.

---

Auditions
We're Looking for Singers and Dancers Who Can Really Move.

Disney
Orlando, FL

Singers Who Dance • Singers Who Move Well • Dancers • Musical Theatre Performers

Are you ready for your career to take a move in the right direction? Then come to Disney's singer, dancer and theater performer auditions. If chosen, you'll have the opportunity to perform daily in front of hundreds of people who are drawn to the music and magic of Disney.

You must be at least age 18 by May 1, 1997, and bring a non-returnable picture and resume. Singers are to prepare two vocal selections: (ballad/up tempo - best 16 bars) and provide sheet music. Accompanist is provided, no tapes.

Dancers will be taught a dance combination. Appropriate dance attire and shoes required. If you do not have an eligibility card from Actor's Equity Association, attend the open call.

Audition Dates, Call Times and Location
Walt Disney World Resort Entertainment Production Building
1503 Live Oak Lane • Lake Buena Vista

Saturday, January 25
Eligible & Open Call Female Dancers & Singers
10 a.m. • Eligible & Open Call Female Dancers
1 p.m. • Eligible Call Female Singers
2 p.m. • Open Call Female Singers

Sunday, January 26
Eligible & Open Call Male Dancers & Singers
10 a.m. • Eligible & Open Call Male Dancers
12 p.m. • Eligible Call Male Singers
2 p.m. • Open Call Male Singers

All performers employed by Walt Disney World Co. are covered under the terms and conditions of a collective bargaining agreement with Actor's Equity Association. Full-time employees receive a flexible insurance package that fits individual needs and lifestyles. Other benefits include sick days, merchandise discounts, Park admission and more. Pension benefits are vested with the Equity League Pension Trust Fund, and provided to all performers (full-time and casual).

EOE • Driving Creativity from Diversity
THE Crossword

ACROSS
1. Session
5. Stage play
10. Green's state
14. Cope of a bird
15. Geller's state
16. All's opposite
17. Gulliver's read
18. Graphic Ian
19. Demian
20. Coloring matter
22. Tolerated
24. Feed for horses
25. Beautiful bird
26. Seabirds
29. Noem
33. Apois remains
34. Remains
35. Promise
36. Sister
37. Bums
38. Superficially
39. Neighbor of Can
40. Call to —
41. City in Switzerland
42. Make more moderate
45. Frapan
46. Banister
47. Young horse
48. Snatchditches
51. Large-finned creature
55. Place in Asia
56. Anklebone
58. Bone prof.
59. "Who's —"?
60. Notched irregularly
61. Patron saint of Norway
62. Equal
63. Assessed
64. Chronic renal failure

DOWN
1. Large number
2. Large body of people
3. Sillly fabric
4. Pair
5. First appearances
6. Cone ridges

Free Eye Exam*
regular value $30
with purchase of complete pair of eyeglasses with premium lenses. Premium lenses include Progression lenses, Polycarbonate lenses and high index lenses. Payment for eye exam limited to $30 and to eye exams performed within the last 30 days or by our optometrists with coupon. Expires 3/31/97

Free Pair of Bausch & Lomb Optima 38 soft daily wear spherical contact lenses* ($35 value) With purchase of eye exam and contact lens fitting Expires 3/31/97

Free Pair of Bausch & Lomb Optima 38 soft daily wear disposable lenses (two months wear) Only $15* a box of six lenses with eye exam and contact lens fitting Expires 2/21/97

Free Johnson and Johnson Acuvue or Surevues (disposable contact lenses) $16 per box of six lenses** with eye exam and contact lens fitting Expires 3/31/97

Free Johnson and Johnson Acuvue or Surevues (4 boxes in a year) When you purchase a complete set of eyeglasses (must include frame and lenses) Expires 3/31/97

Free Anti-reflective coating on Premium Lenses, $60 value, with this coupon. Expires 3/31/97

Free* Anti-reflective coating on Premium Lenses, $60 value, with this coupon. Expires 3/31/97

Free* Anti-reflective coating on Premium Lenses, $60 value, with this coupon. Expires 3/31/97

Save $30* on Progressive No-Line bifocals. Starting at $68. regular $98. With coupon. Expires 3/31/97

Comprehensive & Complete Eye Exam* only $30. Contact lens fitting and followup only $20** Expires 3/31/97

Comprehensive & Complete Eye Exam* only $30. Contact lens fitting and followup only $20** Expires 3/31/97

Ciba Illusions (Change your eye color) Opaque colored Lenses $79* pair with purchase of eye exam and contact lens fitting Expires 3/31/96

Now that we have your attention, Read below about our new location and our contact lens offers.

Join Today!
Student Alumni Association (SAA)
CITY UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ALUMNI
Only $15
Includes mentor programs and Receive a free T-shirt when you join! Call 823-2586 for details.
Saxon not shy about being Knights’ leader

By DEREK GOSOULIN
Staff writer

Away from the basketball court, Shantrice Saxon is unassuming, managing a shy smile, a shrug of her shoulders and a soft hello. Teammates, though, see a different person once the games begin.

"On the court, she’s a loud mouth," Kelli Murray said matter-of-factly. "Shantrice takes it a step further: "I told the coach that if I sign here I’m not going to be sitting on the bench,"" Saxon said. "I’m going to do what I have to do to be in the starting lineup and that’s what I did." Saxon, a criminal justice major, grew up with two brothers playing little league football. She was the only one, though, who played high school sports.

"My brothers had to work because my mother is a single parent," said Saxon, who ran track and played volleyball for Tavares High School.

She didn’t play basketball until a friend talked her into it. By her senior she knew she had made a good decision.

"I played against guys that the coach brought in and I think that’s where I improved,"" Saxon said. At CFCC in Ocala, Saxon played with a pair of All-Americans now at Ohio State and Kansas. Still, she managed to average double figures in scoring and rebounding her sophomore year.

After transferring to UCF, Saxon made the TAAC all-tournament team after helping the Knights win the 1995-96 tournament.

This season, she is averaging 19 points and nine rebounds but is far from satisfied.

"We need to stay focused and get on a winning streak," she said. "We worked too hard in practice to come to a game and lose. We need to do what we do best for 40 minutes." When asked if she has any intentions of playing in the newly-formed women’s professional league, Saxon simply grinned and said she plans to give it a try. Don’t let the shy grin fool you.

Forward Shantrice Saxon

Saxon has been a leader for the Knights since leaving junior college. She is averaging 19 points a game.

coach Lynn Briand said, "That’s cut and dry. Everyone in our conference knows that. Shantrice has a competitive fire that is just unbelievable."

But Saxon let UCF know that long before the season opener. While at Central Florida Community College, she told then-Coach Jerzy Richardson she would be a starter.

"When I say we hate to see him leave," Football coach Gene McDowell said. "I’m sure I speak for all the players and coaches at UCF when I say we hate to see him leave," Coach Gene McDowell said. "He did an outstanding job while he was here."

Martinez, a 1985 graduate of the University of Miami and a member of the Hurricanes’ 1983 national championship team, came to UCF in 1995 from Central Michigan where he helped the Chippewas to the 1994 Mid-American Conference title.

- A CFF Staff report

Football coach leaves post

UCF defensive coordinator William Martinez resigned on Jan. 17 to take a coaching position at Eastern Michigan.

Martinez spent two years at UCF and also coached the secondary.

"I’m sure I speak for all the players and coaches at UCF when I say we hate to see him leave," Coach Gene McDowell said. "He did an outstanding job while he was here."

Martinez, a 1983 graduate of the University of Miami and a member of the Hurricanes’ 1983 national championship team, came to UCF in 1993 from Central Michigan where he helped the Chippewas to the 1994 Mid-American Conference title.
Upperclassmen step up for women

By DEREK GONSOULIN

District writer

After beating the College of Charleston on Saturday night, UCF coach Lynn Bria laughed after being asked how her squad stopped the best team in the TAAC.

"To be very honest," Bria said, "we didn't!"

"Do not be too modest, Coach," the Lady Knights (6-6, 3-2) relented to defeat the Lady Cougars (8-7, 4-2), 67-58, thanks to outstanding performances by its underclassmen.

While UCF seniors Gylaunda Henderson and Shaniotre Saxon were in foul trouble, the rest of the team picked up the slack. Juniors Charinya Davis and Stacey DeVoeaux combined for 46 points and Kelli Murray hit a clutch three-pointer in the closing minutes to help UCF finish a two-game homestand 2-0.

With the Knights leading 55-54 with 2:32 left, Davis beat her opponent, forcing the top of the Cougars' zone defense to collapse. She then dished the ball to a wide-open Murray. The rainbow three-pointer hit all net as the shot clock sounded.

The Knights' only three-point shot of the game highlighted a second-half comeback that saw UCF outscore the Cougars 27-13 in the final 15 minutes.

"Awesome shot," Bria said. "That was the break we needed. If I had to pick a play that made the difference in the game, it was that shot."

The trey was Murray's first points of the game. She scored five of the Knights' eight points in a 1:37 span that put UCF up by five with less than a minute to play. Her two free throws were part of a 6-for-6 effort from the line that sealed the game.

Campbell has now lost back-to-back conference games on the road after winning their first four. Campbell was picked last in the TAAC preseason poll.

Bria said the Cougars have the best conference team UCF played this season.

"They are going to do real well in conference," Bria said. "They can shoot from outside and penetrate even on a zone defense. They're going to be tough to stop."

Going to the four-low set, a one-on-one play set up for Davis, the Knights drew a foul or scored almost every possession.

UCF rallied past College of Charleston to boost its record to 6-8.

Photo by Tim Spring
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TUNE INTO THE KNIGHTS

Hear more about UCF sports each Saturday morning at 10 am on 540 The Team. The Into The Knights Radio Show, featuring "The Coach" Mark Daniels, is the most in-depth show of its kind in Central Florida.

Our advertisers get second looks. Call 977-1009 to advertise in the CFF. The leading news source for the University of Central Florida since 1968.
Football team recruiting the Knight-a-way

By TIM SPRINGER

Out of the Know

If college football were a recipe, recruiting would be the single most important ingredient. Sprinkle a few junior college transfers over a dose of talented freshmen, let them marinate throughout the spring, and by fall mix them with the veterans. By the first game, the taste test begins. If the opposition gobbles them up, leaving behind only crumbs, it's back to the mixing bowl. If the opposition bites off more than it can chew, well then the UCF cooking ... or coaching staff may be on to something.

So far, things are looking good for the Golden Knights' recruiting efforts. Heading the signings are 6-foot-3, 245-pound offensive lineman Richard Bryant (younger brother of former standout linebacker John Bryant), 5-11, 250-pound fullback Dosssey Robbins and 6-foot, 165-pound cornerback/receiver Siaha Burley. These players enrolled in school in January and will participate in spring practice.

While the perception is UCF's recruiting efforts will suffer having to compete against Florida, Florida State and Miami, UCF coaches see a different picture. UF, FSU and Miami most likely will get who they want. But it's the South Carolinas and Georgia Techs that may suffer. The Gamecocks and the Ramblin' Wreck carried 47 Florida athletes combined in 2003. UCF is currently working on its 2004 recruiting class. They have already signed 19 players. It was rumored Thames turned down UF, FSU and Miami most likely will get who they want. But it's the South Carolinas and Georgia Techs that may suffer. The Gamecocks and the Ramblin' Wreck carried 47 Florida athletes combined on their rosters last season.

The Golden Knights took notice and are trying to get the point across to recruits that home is where you hang your helmet. UCF coaches seem to have convinced one player that Central Florida is where he should spend his college years. Blake Thames, a 6-foot-4, 196-pound standout quarterback from West Palm, has reportedly committed to UCF as a receiver. It was rumored Thames turned down Ohio State, Auburn and Miami.

In the recruiting wars, this is a significant accomplishment. In living rooms across the country, UCF coaches are spewing their best sales pitch like a Kirby salesman well short of his quota. And it seems to be working.

But until the recruiting wars reach a cease fire, the names of future UCF stars will have to remain on the downlow. Getting names of potential recruits is like trying to thumb through the coach's playbook since NCAA regulations dictate that names must be withheld until national signing day. Shhhhh... it's a secret.

Sophomore Brad Traina has contributed greatly in the Knights recent win streak.

Men's team finding its stride

By TONY MEJIA
Assistant sports editor

The UCF men's basketball team has hit its stride and it can be traced to one specific moment on Jan. 4.

"The comeback win at SLU really brought this team together. It gave us a special type of confidence in ourselves and in each other that hadn't developed prior to that game," freshman guard D'Quarius Stewart said. "From this point on, I think we're going to blow up."

The Golden Knights exploded in a pair of 17-point victories against conference opponents Mercer and Georgia State. Each team felt the wrath of the Knights in sync, losing 77-60 and 85-68.

Sophomore Brad Traina has contributed greatly in the Knights recent win streak.
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